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Abstract—Paper presents methodology of vibroisolation selection on the example checkweighter system. Analyzed system was simplified - main modules are represented by the concentrated masses, connected by universal models of bonds. In paper two ways of determination of bonds parameters are presented. First way requires physical presence of analyzed system and can be utilized for applying vibroisolation on developed system in order to minimize vibration transmission to the system. Second way can be applied during system development. Utilization of Finite Element Method allows to design proper shape of bonds between modules. Presented method utilizes numerical simulations for different parameters of vibroisolation. Multiparameter optimization provides significant reduction of vibration transmission to the crucial elements of checkweighter system. Due to that mass measurement accuracy can be significantly improved.

Index Terms—Checkweighter, mechanic modeling, spectral analyse, vibes, vibration suppression, vibroisolation, vibroisolation efficiency

1 INTRODUCTION

VIBROISOLATIONS are utilized to minimize transfer of vibrations from environment to device (“displacement vibroisolation”) or inversely – to lower the amplitude of vibes transferred from working device to its surroundings (“force vibroisolation”) [2],[3]. Considering checkweighter, which is sensitive mass measurement system which does not generate significant vibes itself, vibroisolation has to be selected in order to minimize influence of external vibrations. Properly selected parameters of isolators - coefficients of dumping (cizol) and stiffness (kizol) should result with significant attenuation of dynamic impact transmitted to checkweighter.

2 SIMPLIFIED CHECKWEIGHTER MODEL

Analyzed checkweighter [6] is, from the mechanics viewpoint, a system with many degrees of freedom. In order to simplify the analyses during vibroisolation selection this system was reduced to model with decreased number of degrees of freedom. Considering checkweighting process most important interactions occur between weighing module and conveyor belt utilized to transport weighted objects. This is caused by direct transmission of all dynamic interactions between those objects to measurement signal. Transporter and weighting module are connected with wishbone, which can be represented as parallel elastic-dissipation system with stiffness kizol and dumping cizol. Due to the fact, that transmitter stiffness is significantly bigger than wishbones (which principle of operation is based on deflection), conveyor can be simplified as a concentrated mass mizol. Weighting module is placed on thick aluminum board connected with supporting structure of checkweighting system. During analysis those elements were simplified by one concentrated mass mw. Two transporters (which are delivering and receiving weighted elements) are connected to the aluminum board with square shaped brackets. Those objects were replaced in model, as well as main transporter connected with weighting module, with concentrated mass mizol placed on ideal spring with stiffness kizol parallel with suppressor with dumping cizol.

Whole checkweighter system is placed on vibroisolators, which parameters – stiffness kizol and dumping cizol [4],[5] are to determine. Figure 1 presents simplified model of checkweighter.

2.1 Analytical description

Based on created checkweighter model, kinematic equations (1), (2) and (3) were derived.

\[ m_{p1} \ddot{x}_{p1} + c_{p1} \left( \dot{x}_{p1} - \dot{x}_w \right) + k_{p1} \left( x_{p1} - x_w \right) = 0 \] (1)

\[ m_{p2} \ddot{x}_{p2} + c_{p2} \left( \dot{x}_{p2} - \dot{x}_w \right) + k_{p2} \left( x_{p2} - x_w \right) = 0 \] (2)

\[ m_w \ddot{x}_w + 2c_{p1} \left( \dot{x}_w - \dot{x}_{p1} \right) + 2k_{p1} \left( x_w - x_{p1} \right) + c_{p2} \left( \dot{x}_w - \dot{x}_{p2} \right) + + k_{p2} \left( x_w - x_{p2} \right) + c_{izol} \left( x_w - z_0 \right) + k_{izol} \left( x_w - z \right) = 0 \] (3)

Without vibroisolation between checkweighter and ground, (3) would be formed as (4). Equations (1) and (2) would remain analytically the same. On the other hand both consists displacement xw, so transmitter movement would be different.

\[ m_w \ddot{x}_w + 2c_{p1} \left( \dot{x}_w - \dot{x}_{p1} \right) + 2k_{p1} \left( x_w - x_{p1} \right) + + c_{p2} \left( \dot{x}_w - \dot{x}_{p2} \right) + k_{p2} \left( x_w - x_{p2} \right) = 0 \] (4)
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2.2 Initial parameters determination

Values of coefficients of stiffens $k_{p1}$ and dumping $c_{p1}$ occurring in (1), (3) and (4) were determined. To determine those parameters (5), (6) and (7) were utilized.

$$k_{p1} = \omega_{p1}^2 m_{p1}$$  \hspace{1cm} (5)

$$c_{p1} = 2\zeta_{p1} \sqrt{k_{p1} m_{p1}}$$  \hspace{1cm} (6)

$$\zeta_{p1} = \ln \left( \frac{A_1}{A_{i+1}} \right) / 2\pi$$  \hspace{1cm} (7)

In order to obtain parameters $\omega_{p1}$, $m_{p1}$ and $A_1/A_{i+1}$ for those calculations, transient characteristic of system had to be determined. Thus impulse response of vibration on block under weighting module was measured. Results are presented in Figure 2.

Then, basing on (5), (6) and (7) values $k_{p1}$ and $c_{p1}$ were calculated. Their values are $k_{p1}=343936$ N/m and $c_{p1}=5.2 \times 10^{-6}$.

Similar determination of analogous coefficients $k_{p2}$ and $c_{p2}$ for transmitter placed over the weighing module is impossible due to the fact that this module works with electromagnet, which prevents its free movement. Theoretically those coefficients can be extract from the measurement data but due to the complexity of the signal it was proved impossible as well.

Thus stiffness coefficient $k_{p2}$ was determined with utilization of finite element method on transmitter model. Obtained value is $k_{p2}=26455$ N/m, where mass of conveyor over weighting module is $m_{p2}=5.5$ kg. Values of vibroisolation parameters ($c_{izol}$, $k_{izol}$) are object of analysis.

3 Numeric modeling

Equations (1), (2), (3) and (4) as well as values of coefficients were implemented in Matlab-Simulink software. Group of simulations was conducted [1], in order to obtain spectral characteristics of vibration transmission from the base (z) to the block under the weighting module ($x_w$), auxiliary transmitters (xp1) and weighting transmitter (xp2). Those simulations were conducted for different values of vibroisolation parameters. Obtained characteristics are presented in Figures 4-9.
Fig. 4. Efficiency of vibroisolation on weighting transmitter $x_{p2}$ for different values of vibroisolation stiffness $k_{i\text{isol}}$, for dumping coefficient $c_{i\text{isol}}=0.2$

Fig. 5. Efficiency of vibroisolation on auxiliary transmitters $x_{p1}$ for different values of vibroisolation stiffness $k_{i\text{isol}}$, for dumping coefficient $c_{i\text{isol}}=0.2$
Fig. 6. Efficiency of vibroisolation on block under the weighting module $x_w$ for different values of vibroisolation stiffness $k_{izol}$, for dumping coefficient $c_{izol}=0.2$.

Fig. 7. Efficiency of vibroisolation on weighting transmitter $x_{p2}$ for different values of vibroisolation dumping $c_{izol}$ for stiffness coefficient $k_{izol}=2000\,\text{N/m}$.
Fig. 8 Efficiency of vibroisolation on auxiliary transmitters $x_{p1}$ for different values of vibroisolation dumping $c_{izol}$, for stiffness coefficient $k_{izol} = 2000 \text{N/m}$

Fig. 9. Efficiency of vibroisolation on block under the weighting module $x_w$ for different values of vibroisolation dumping $c_{izol}$, for stiffness coefficient $k_{izol} = 2000 \text{N/m}$
Fig. 10. Vibration spectrum of auxiliary transmitters without (green) and with vibroisolation (red) with coefficients $c_{izol}=0.2$, $k_{izol}=2000$ N/m.

Fig. 11. Vibration spectrum of weighting transmitter without (green) and with vibroisolation (red) with coefficients $c_{izol}=0.2$, $k_{izol}=2000$ N/m.
After analysis of results of simulation presented on Figures 4-9 optimal parameters of the vibroisolation coefficients were selected. Optimal attenuation of vibrations was obtained for coefficients $c_{izol}=0.2$ and $k_{izol}=2000$ N/m. Figures 10-12 present spectrum of vibrations on the models of analyzed checkweighter elements. Green characteristics present spectrum of vibration transition on analyzed object without vibroisolation between. Red characteristics present analogous spectrum with utilization of optimized vibroisolations.

As presented in Figure 10 vibration transition from base to the auxiliary transmitters. It is clearly visible that utilization of optimized vibroisolations significantly decreases amplitudes of transmitted vibrations. The most important is suppression of checkweighter resonance frequency (33 Hz).

Figure 11 presents vibration suppression on weighting module. Due to crucial role of this module in checkweighter operation, efficient isolation of vibration propagation is crucial during improvement of measurement accuracy. Significant suppression of main harmonics frequency (10 Hz) is visible.

Figure 12 presents vibration transition on block under conveyor belts, which in simplified model represents supporting structure of checkweighter. Due to significant mass, resonance frequency of this element is not visible in analyzed spectrum. On the other hand significant attenuation of vibrations amplitude in whole analyzed spectrum is visible.

**4 Conclusion**

In paper exemplary method of vibroisolation selection was described. Due to considerable complexity of analyzed system, development of simplified model was required. Reduced model contained four concentrated masses, connected by universal models of bonds.

Most universal bond model contains parallel connection of ideal spring and ideal suppressor. Coefficients of those models determine their behavior. Thus determination of those parameters is crucial during system modelling. Two ways of parameters determination was presented in paper. First was based on spectral analyses of impulse response of initial model. This method is more reliable but requires physical presence of analyzed object, thus cannot be utilized during system design. Second method of determination of bonds coefficients utilized Finite Element Method analysis conducted on model of the element. Results obtained with this method may be utilized during system design, in order to optimize its resonance frequency.

Based on created model numerical simulations of vibration transition were conducted. Influence of vibroisolation parameters was tested, and based on that optimal stiffness and dumping coefficients were selected.

Conducted simulations for optimized vibroisolations confirmed significant attenuation of vibrations transmission. Resonance frequency of all modules of checkweighter system were suppressed. The most important, for the system purpose, is suppression of vibrations on weighting module. Due to efficient vibroisolation improvement of mass measurement accuracy can be achieved.

Basing on numerical procedure vibroisolators can be selected from commercial elements, without conducting ex-
pensive and time-consuming tests or real object.
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